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        Can AI Be Your New Talent Brand Video Creator? Separating Hype from Reality

    	Posted by Kesavan Kanchi Kandadai on March 26, 2024 | Featured 

	            	
					Unleash the power of AI to create impactful employer branding videos. This video debunks the myths and reveals how AI can supercharge your video creation with smarter research, data-driven optimization, and effortless content repurposing, all while preserving authenticity through real employee testimonials and human storytelling expertise.  … Read More
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        RIP Ideal Candidate Profile: We Hardly Knew You.

    	Posted by Kesavan Kanchi Kandadai on February 27, 2024 | Featured 

	            	
					Ditch the rigid profile and leverage AI-powered intent data to attract diverse high-performers who can outpace teams constrained by traditional hiring methods. … Read More
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        Employer Brand Marketing at Semrush

    	Posted by Kesavan Kanchi Kandadai on February 20, 2024 | Featured 

	            	
					Join us as we sit down with Yana Romanova, the head of employer brand at Semrush, as she shares her inspiring journey from traditional marketing to employer brand marketing. Discover how she crafted and nurtured the employer brand at Semrush, from developing the EVP to activating it and rallying the team behind it. Tune in for valuable insights and strategies! … Read More
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        ROI of Employer Branding and talent marketing

    	Posted by Kesavan Kanchi Kandadai on January 25, 2024 | Featured 

	            	
					Achieve a staggering 1003% return on investment, as employer branding and talent marketing redefines success through increased retentions, streamlined hiring, reduced costs, and heightened conversion rates. … Read More
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        Free Tools For Talent Marketing in 2024

    	Posted by Kesavan Kanchi Kandadai on December 19, 2023 | Featured 

	            	
					Embark on a talent acquisition journey like never before with our guide to leveraging free tools for talent marketing in 2024. Whether starting from scratch or navigating recruitment challenges, discover game-changing resources to attract top-tier talent without breaking the bank. Unleash their potential and propel your organization to new heights in the competitive talent landscape. … Read More
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        Is generative AI replacing talent marketers and recruiters?

    	Posted by Kesavan Kanchi Kandadai on October 26, 2023 | Featured 

	            	
					There is a lot of discussion going around what will be the impact of generative AI on every function in the enterprise. This includes talent acquisition teams also. How far will generative AI go in taking over key functions of talent marketing and recruitment?  What do the new (re-imagined) workflows look like? Hear from Vanessa Raath about how companies can adapt this disruptive technology … Read More
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        The only metrics you need for your talent marketing campaigns

    	Posted by Kesavan Kanchi Kandadai on October 11, 2023 | Featured 

	            	
					Discover how you can calculate the ROI of your talent marketing efforts by tracking the key impact metrics such as number of job applicants and the campaign performance metrics such as views, engagement and subscriptions. … Read More
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        Recruitment cost savings with genAI Copilot

    	Posted by Kesavan Kanchi Kandadai on October 3, 2023 | Featured 

	            	
					Discover the tangible cost savings potential through the automation of your recruitment process with a generative AI copilot. Optimize content creation, personalized communications, collaboration, and campaigns while significantly reducing operational expenses. … Read More
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        Top 3 questions you must answer to create a strong employer brand

    	Posted by Kesavan Kanchi Kandadai on September 25, 2023 | Featured 

	            	
					In the fierce talent market, small and medium enterprises face off against industry giants. Without big brand perks, they need to rely on culture, impactful work, and growth opportunities to attract and retain top talent … Read More
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        These 3 recruiting cold email examples are so good, you will want them now!

    	Posted by Guest User on August 18, 2023 | Featured 

	            	
					At krita.ai, we analysed 1000s of cold emails and graded them based on performance, readability, authenticity and consistency to the brand. Based on these learnings, we have put together a list of highly persuasive, guaranteed to get response emails that have helped sources engage with the best available candidates faster. These cold emails are so good, you will want to steal them.  … Read More
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                    About Us
			Krita offers a marketing software for talent acquisition teams to attract and engage top talent. Using Krita, companies can automate their entire talent marketing processes from researching employee value propositions to running personalized campaigns, thus decreasing their time to fill by 50% and costs by 70%.
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                    Contact us
			Mailing Address

ishield Technologies, Inc.

16192, Coastal Highway

Lewes, Delaware

19958

United States

Email: info@krita.ai
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